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Loan Equipment at 

Calvert Trust Exmoor 

At Calvert Trust Exmoor we have many items of assistive equipment that 
we loan to our guests, free of charge, to make their stay easier and more 
comfortable.  

Normally this equipment is booked in advance of arrival using our Medical 
Form; however if there is something you realise you need once you arrive 
please ask Reception or our Duty Instructor, and we will do our best to 
provide it for you. 

Please note that we have a limited supply of some of our equipment, you 
may be required to share some items with other guests. 

This document is intended to show examples of the main types of 
equipment we have available to loan, if you need more detailed 
information please feel free to contact us on 01598 763221. 
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Electric Bed; 

Ceiling Track Hoist; 
A ceiling 

mounted hoist 
system, offering 
full movement 

anywhere within 
the space. Note: 
these are only  

available in 
selected rooms. 

KinderKey and Voyager SafeSpace Beds; 

Protective 
sleep 

systems. 
(Voyager is 

pictured, 
KinderKey is 
similar, but 
half height 

padded 
walls, and no 

roof) 

Sound Monitor; Key Turner; 

A sound monitor 
allows guests in one 

room to hear into 
another room; helpful 

for parents and 
carers. 

Key turners attach to 
our room keys, 

making them easier 
to grip and turn. 

As well as the loan equipment detailed in this document, there are many 
features of the building and location designed to make our centre more 
accessible; you can find more information and download our full access 
statement from www.calvert-trust.org.uk/access. 

Additional facilities on site include High Needs Wet Room, which is 
accessible from the courtyard, and our Sensory Room, which is off of the 
corridor that leads to the Acland Room. You can download layout maps of 
the centre from www.calvert-trust.org.uk/maps. 



Deafgard Alarm System; A fire alert system for hearing impaired guests. 

Mobile hoists; 

A range of 
manual and 

electric mobile 
hoists are 

available for use 
in rooms without 

Ceiling Track 
Hoists.  

Shower Chairs, Over-toilet Chairs, Commodes 

We have a range of styles and sizes of loan chairs and commodes. 

Mini Fridges and Lockable Storage; For safe storage of medication. 

Door Beacon; 

A visual system 
for hearing 

impaired guests, 
which flashes a 

light when 
someone 

knocks on the 
door. 

Bedsides and Bumpers 

Bedsides prevent anyone falling out of bed, bumpers are padded covers. 

Bedsides Bumpers 


